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However, knowing exactly how to use this peptide has also 
been widely debated because the studies have used a wide range of doses in many  
different routes of administration. So how do we know what is best? 

A Molecule with Proven Oral Activity

One of the best things about the BPC-157 
is that it is orally bioavailable. This is not 
common with most peptides as they can 
encounter 2 types of issues which prevent 
them from working orally. The first is stability, 
the other is bioavailability. The stability of 
BPC has never been in question. The reason 
is that although the gut and stomach 
acid can destroy many different peptides 
through proteolysis, BPC is a natural gut 
peptide which is made for the environment 
of the stomach and naturally found there.  
However, we still don’t know what percentage 
is absorbed into the bloodstream. That  
percentage is also known as bioavailability.  

BPC-157 has also been dosed very  
differently in clinical trials. It has been done 
orally, peritoneally, through enema’s, and 
injected. However, as a supplement it can only 
legally be done through oral administration. 

How has DNA Health improved this?

Through our talks with bench top researchers 
working on this molecule, we understand 
the stability of the molecule, particularly the 
arginate salt we use, is extremely stable. 
This is great as an unstable molecule can 
greatly reduce bioavailability. 

However, we also understand that there 
have been no studies on the oral  
bioavailability of this molecule which have 
been published. At 15 amino acids in 
length, the size of this molecule might lead 
us to believe that it might not have optimal 
absorption.  

At DNA health, we saw this as an opportunity 
instead of a limitation. We wanted to 
make sure that oral bioavailability was  
maximized. That is why we included a 
molecule called SNAC in our formulation. 
Salcaprozate sodium, or SNAC, is one 
of the most advanced intestinal permeation 
enhancers (PEs) that have been tested 
in clinical trials for oral delivery of  
macromolecules.

It was discovered as part of a screen of 1500 
compounds to identify carrier-based PEs 
that could “chaperone” poorly permeable 
payloads across the intestine. SNAC is the 
most extensively tested carrier and the only 
PE approved in an oral formulation designed 
to improve oral bioavailability.

We decided to include this, a FDA 
GRAS approved product, into all of the  
formulations to maximize the amount of 
BPC-157 which was absorbed into the 
bloodstream and cells to maximize effect. 

BPC-157 has been one of the most popular products in the market for repair and 
recovery for several years now.  Often called the “wolverine” recovery peptide, 
for its ability to help with repair and recovery, many have also found that its benefits 
go beyond assisting with repair and also helping with gut issues, gastric reflux, 
depression and more. The data on this peptide has been very diverse with studies 
on many different topics. The clinical experience some have had with it offer even 
more useful applications.  



Our
Formulations
Since we already solved stability, we also 
wanted to make sure that the BPC-157 was 
released exactly where it needed to be for 
the best effects. As we described earlier, 
BPC-157 has multiple benefits. Some occur 
in the upper GI tract and others occur in 
the lower gastrointestinal tract. As a result, 
we wanted to create 2 formulas. One which  
targets the benefits of the upper GI and  
others which targets the benefits of the lower 
GI Tract. As a result, we created 2 formulas.

The first formula we created was meant to 
maximize the lower GI related effects of the 
BPC-157. We believe that this formulation 
will be better at targeting general gut  
inflammation, Crohn’s, and inflammatory 
bowel disease.  By using an outer capsule 
which gets stronger in the acidic environment 
of the stomach and weaker in the basic  
environment of the intestine, we can  
maximize release to the gut where the  
molecule is needed most. 

Conversely, with our more rapid release  
formula we can make sure these sample 
capsules also release their full payload in 
the stomach. This can help more by helping 
with stomach bioavailability to help with 
stomach ulcers, gastric reflux and this dodge 
formulation is more similar to the traditional 
oral studies we have seen impact repair and 
recovery.

Together, these two options provide the 
most choice to use an amazing molecule in 
the most effective way possible.



Featured Publications

Upper GI Effects Lower GI Effects Other Route of Administration

IntraperitoneallyTraumatic brain injury in mice and 
pentadecapeptide BPC 157 effect

Peroraly

Therapy of the rat hemorrhagic  
cystitis induced by cyclophosphamide. 
Stable gastric pentadecapeptide 
BPC 157, L-arginine, L-NAME

Topical Cream
The stable gastric pentadecapeptide 
BPC 157, given locally,improves 
CO2 laser healing in mice

In Vitro

The promoting effect of  
pentadecapeptide BPC 157 on 
tendon healing involves tendon 
outgrowth, cell survival, and cell 
migration

Intraperitoneally

The influence of gastric 
pentadecapeptide BPC 157  
on acute and chronic ethanol 
administration in mice

Orally

The influence of a novel  
pentadecapeptide, BPC 157, 
onN G-nitro-L-arginine  
methylester and L-arginine 
effects on stomach mucosa 
integrity and blood pressure

Peroraly
Stable gastric pentadecapeptide 
BPC 157 heals rectovaginal 
fistula in rats

Intraperitoneally

Stable gastric pentadecapeptide 
BPC 157 can improve the healing 
course of spinal cord injury and lead 
to functional recovery in rats

Rectally 

A Placebo-Controlled study to  
investigate that safety. Tolerability  
and Preliminary Pharmacokinetics 
of PL 14736 in healthy male  
volunteers

Orally
Perforating corneal injury in rat 
and pentadecapeptide BPC 157
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Featured Publications

Upper GI Effects Lower GI Effects Other Route of Administration

In vitro

Pentadecapeptide BPC 157 
Enhances the Growth Hormone
Receptor Expression in Tendon 
Fibroblasts

Topically and 
Intraperitoneally

Pentadecapeptide BPC 157 cream 
improves burn-wound healing and 
attenuates burn-gastric lesions in 
mice

Perorally and 
Intraperitoneally

Pentadecapeptide BPC 157 (PL 
14736) Improves Ligament Healing
in the Rat

Intragastriclly

Intragastric Application of  
Aspirin, Clopidogrel, Cilostazol, 
and BPC 157 in Rats: Platelet 
Aggregation and Blood Clot

Intraperitoneally

Peroraly

Evidence for direct cellular 
protective effect of BPC-157 
substances (synthesized parts 
of Body Protection Compound, 
BPC) and their specificity to  
gastric mucosal cells

Gastric Pentadecapeptide Bpc 157, 
a New Stable Peptide in Clinical 
Phase II for Inflammatory Bowel  
Disease (Pliva, PL-14736) as Therapy 
for HSV-1 and Hsv-2 Infection

Per-orally

Diclofenac Encephalopathy,  
Liver and Gastrointestinal  
Lesions in Rat and Stable Gastric  
Pentadecapeptide BPC 157

Intraperitoneally

Pentadecapeptide BPC 157 
positively affects both 
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 
agent-induced gastrointestinal 
lesions and adjuvant arthritis 
in rats

Pentadecapeptide BPC 157 
positively affects both 
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 
agent-induced gastrointestinal 
lesions and adjuvant arthritis 
in rats

Intraperitoneally/
Intragastrically/Locally

Peptide therapy with 
pentadecapeptide BPC 157 
in traumatic nerve injury
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